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Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology has received a lot of attention as a smart interconnection solution between electric

vehicles and the grid.
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1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) are considered to be the cleanest form of transportation ; however, the popularization of EVs

brings challenges, not only to the power grid but also to our lifestyles. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology, as shown in

Figure 1, is a pivotal component of the smart grid paradigm and has garnered significant attention in recent years . This

technology enables EVs to obtain electricity from the grid; it stores renewable energy, including wind , solar , and

water , as mobile energy storage devices and feeds back power to the grid when needed . With the intensified global

push for sustainable energy solutions and the improvement in battery capacity and storage efficiency of EVs , the

integration of EVs with the grid has become increasingly crucial as it can offer potential solutions to challenges such as

grid stability , peak demand management , and renewable energy integration .

Figure 1. V2G service diagram.

The rapid evolution of V2G technology has led to a plethora of research endeavors aiming to address its multifaceted

challenges and harness its potential benefits . From technical intricacies related to grid integration and battery health to

economic considerations  and policy implications, the V2G research landscape is both diverse and dynamic. Given

the burgeoning interest and the vast scope of this field, a comprehensive survey has become a pressing need; such a

survey can encapsulate the current state of V2G research, as well as highlight key findings, trends, and future directions.

2. Keyword Analysis and Application Analysis of V2G

2.1. Energy Storage, Renewable Energy Sources, and Scheduling

2.1.1. Energy Storage

Numerous scholars have conducted in-depth research on the planning and management of V2G and energy storage.

Electric vehicle batteries, because of their high capacity, can be used as storage units to store excess power when the
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load on the grid is low and then to release it when the demand peaks, thus ensuring the stable operation of the grid .

The combination of V2G technology and energy storage systems provides new opportunities to realize a more efficient,

flexible, and reliable power system . As an energy storage medium, EV batteries can reduce investment and the

construction of RE and stationary storage and minimize resource waste ; the introduction of smart battery technology

further facilitates the realization of V2G . In terms of economics, battery recession costs, electricity sales prices , and

infrastructure costs  affect the ability of EVs to provide short-term operational reserves to the grid as energy storage

units ; however, EVs still have the potential to service other facilities. For example, V2G can be embedded as energy

storage in homes and IES to provide energy for domestic and commercial centers, which can reduce energy costs and

improve the environmental benefits . Sun et al. investigated how the SOC of EV batteries affects the total cost of

residential energy systems that use EVs as part of the residential energy system. The results showed that the battery

aging cost is still an important factor affecting the willingness of EV users to discharge their batteries . By embedding

V2G as energy storage in IES, Wei et al. allowed the two to be coupled to maximize the economic and environmental

benefits of IES . Hipolito, Vandet, and Rich estimated the energy storage potential of EVs and concluded that the

willingness of EV users to discharge their batteries increases significantly only when the battery utilization is below 40%

.

In summary, it is possible to regulate electricity prices to allow EVs to actively participate in energy storage, but if EVs are

allowed to supply power to the grid, a reasonable peak-to-valley electricity differential needs to be established to

compensate for the cost of battery depletion to increase the willingness of users to discharge their batteries.

2.1.2. Renewable Energy Sources

The high volatility of wind and light energy brings considerable challenges to grid-connected power generation . As

V2G technology has a fast response time , a flexible in-and-out mechanism, and an energy storage device that is

relatively fixed, it does not require additional investment and plays a unique and irreplaceable role in consuming excess

power from clean energy sources.

Many researchers have tried to consume these renewable energy sources with EVs. Gao et al. integrated the wind power

generators and EVs with V2G operation capability in the distribution grid, formulated a mathematical model of V2G power

control, and deployed a dynamic power regulation for EVs . Jin et al. presented a coordinated control strategy for large-

scale EVs, BESSs, and traditional FR resources involved in AGC which could improve the frequency stability and facilitate

the integration of renewable energy . Fattori, Anglani, and Muliere analyzed the impact of PVs and EVs on the grid

under different penetration scenarios, where V2G gains were not promising because the desynchronization of EV

charging behavior with PV generation led to increased demand for capacity that non-PVs had to provide, and at the time,

battery costs were high in relation to PV costs . Fathabadi et al. analyzed the impact of power sources on the

distribution network; these sources include conventional generators (CPG), DG renewable energy sources, and EVs.

Experiments have demonstrated that the simultaneous use of CPG, DG renewable energy sources, and

charging/discharging EVs results in the lowest cost of power production and the optimal voltage profile; thus, the lowest

power loss is obtained by utilizing both CPG and DG in the grid . Haddadian et al. deployed EV fleets as distributed

storage and achieved their optimal coordination with wind energy. Studies indicate that the method could cut the diurnal

operation cost, lower the emissions, and enable thorough consumption of forecasted wind with zero wind curtailment .

Uddin et al. developed a battery degradation model and seamlessly integrated it into a smart grid algorithm. This

innovative approach demonstrated that linking an EV to this intelligent grid system not only effectively addressed the

power network’s demand with a greater infusion of clean renewable energy but also, notably, extended the lifespan of the

EV battery . Robledo et al. introduced the results of a demonstration project, including building-integrated photovoltaic

(BIPV) solar panels, which indicated that FCEVs can integrate transport and electricity sectors in a sustainable energy

system . Bhatti and Salam considered daytime EV charging in an office parking lot by means of the PV grid system and

proposed a rule-based energy management scheme (REMS). This work can integrate other RE sources such as wind,

tidal, and biomass . Sufyan et al. conducted an analysis of the influence of system costs and energy losses across

varying levels of RE integration, EV capacities, and travel distances. Their simulation results clearly indicate a substantial

reduction in operational expenses when renewable energy sources (RESs) are seamlessly integrated into the distribution

network. Furthermore, the utilization of V2G technology has proven to be advantageous for EV users, particularly in

scenarios with a high level of RES penetration . Noorollahi et al. introduced a novel framework for an electric vehicle

aggregator and devised models for four distinct EV charging scenarios. Their approach takes into account a wide array of

renewable energy sources, including wind turbines, solar PV panels, and geothermal units. They have implemented an

energy scheduling model to optimize these scenarios effectively . Bartolini et al. conducted an analysis to explore how

a fleet of EVs can contribute to enhancing the self-consumption capacity of a district, particularly in the context of a high
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and growing presence of non-controllable renewable energy sources (RES), with a specific focus on PV systems.

Furthermore, their study delved into the consequences of both EVs and the extent of RES integration on the district’s

emissions of CO  . Rahbari et al. proposed a method for planning the size and siting of EV smart parking lots,

considering RE consumption and using EVs as energy storage devices, and they introduced an adaptive intelligent control

strategy applicable to V2G and G2V to reduce the system voltage deviation and power loss . Shi et al. used V2G

techniques to stabilize the intermittency of renewable energy sources, where the uncertainty of wind energy and the EV

charging state are modeled using a robust worst-case strategy . Sangswang and Konghirun developed a scheduling

strategy for a home energy management system (HEMS) that integrates solar, energy storage, and V2G functionality and

optimizes the charging and discharging scheduling of electric vehicles and home batteries using real-time pricing and

emergency load shedding .

Researchers have proposed a variety of strategies and approaches, including dynamic power tuning for EVs, coordinated

control strategies, integration of energy systems, and battery life extension, to achieve more efficient integration of

renewable energy sources.

2.1.3. Scheduling

V2G scheduling is influenced by several key factors, including user anxiety about mileage, the wear and condition of EV

batteries , user revenue expectations, and the geographic location of users. It is crucial to ensure that the power

transfer from electric vehicles to the grid is controlled and managed effectively.

Wang and Wang investigated the impact of the number of networked EVs and the characteristics of EV battery packs on

grid peak and trough regulation . Farzin, Fotuhi-Firuzabad, and Moeini-Aghtaie considered the impact of EV battery

wear on V2G scheduling and developed a battery degradation cost model to accurately assess the economic cost of V2G

. Huang, Yang, and Li introduced an option pricing model for price fluctuations in transactions between EV users and

the grid, and derived analytical relationships between V2G reserve cooperation coefficients, trade deposits, and power

contract prices in equilibrium . Erdogan, Erden, and Kisacikoglu proposed a two-stage V2G discharge control scheme

for peaking the grid; it determines the peak shaving and duration of V2G services based on forecasted demand and EV

mobility modeling and then dynamically adjusts the EV discharge rate by considering the actual grid load and the grid-

connected EV characteristics . Maeng et al. analyzed the effect of EV energy (hybrid or pure EV) sources on EV users’

discharge preferences and investigated the effect of the EV remaining power on the users’ willingness to discharge, which

is similar to the effect of EV users’ mileage anxiety on the willingness to discharge . Jiao et al. designed a model to

study the impact of EV users’ mileage anxiety on V2G scheduling, and the result shows that EV users’ mileage anxiety

can be mitigated by improving the average operating cost and discharge power, which in turn affects the charge/discharge

scheduling plan . Wei, Yi, and Yun used Q-learning to predict the power of wind turbines and proposed a reinforcement

learning-based approach for optimal energy management in smart grids to dissipate RE while providing optimal power

scheduling and reducing grid costs . Wang, Gao, and Tang created a lightning scale transformation model to describe

the demand response behavior of EV users in order to support load aggregators in making scheduling decisions. The

model enhances the initial unidirectional scale transformation approach, encompassing the depth scale transformation

mode and the generalized scale transformation mode, by evolving it into a hybrid bidirectional method. This innovative

approach facilitates concurrent and synergistic transformations of both spatial and temporal observation scales . The

energy scheduling does not occur solely between EVs and the grid; many studies have delved into the inter-scheduling of

various energy sources .

Overall, V2G scheduling will be smarter and more user-oriented in the future, focusing on battery management, pricing

strategies, and renewable energy integration to meet evolving grid needs and to improve power system efficiency and

reliability.

2.2. Frequency Regulation and Voltage Control

To facilitate grid functionality, the production and consumption of active and reactive power should be constantly balanced

to ensure that the amplitudes of frequency and voltage are close to their rated values. Effective control of active power is

attainable through the regulation of system frequency, whereas the management of reactive power hinges on the control

of the system voltage. Therefore, frequency and voltage are important factors in measuring the power quality of the grid.

Achieving overall voltage and frequency management through the V2G mode will go a step further towards active and

reactive power quality improvement.

2.2.1. Frequency Regulation
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Frequency control is essential for power systems to maintain stable operation; it involves the synergistic action of all the

generators and loads in the power system and can keep the grid frequency within the normal range. V2G technology has

emerged as a promising resource that can be used to assist in the frequency regulation of power systems. EVs, when

utilized as distributed storage devices, hold the potential to offer frequency regulation services owing to their ability to

swiftly adjust their charging and discharging power.

Liu et al. proposed a V2G control strategy for EV aggregators based on frequency regulation capacity (FRC) and

expected V2G (EV2G) power; this control strategy can shift the regulation task from the EV aggregator to the EV charging

station to satisfy both the frequency regulation and the charging demand of the EV charging station . Lam, Leung, and

Li designed a queuing network-based EV aggregation model that can be used to estimate regulation-up and regulation-

down capacity to help establish a regulation contract between the aggregator and the grid operator . Chen et al.

proposed a hierarchical V2G system communication architecture containing a smart V2G aggregator (SVA), and they

designed a multilevel online V2G (MLOV) algorithm for hierarchical V2G scheduling to achieve a balance between service

quality and computation time . Wang, Wang, and Liu proposed a dynamic scheduling strategy for V2G frequency

regulation capacity based on deep Q-learning to evaluate the hourly regulation capacity in real time for maximizing the

revenue of frequency regulation services provided by battery swapping stations . Alfaverh, Denaï, and Sun scheduled

EV battery charging and discharging using the deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) to meet driving needs and to

participate in frequency regulation, as well as to meet the driving needs of car owners and the interests of aggregators .

Frequency regulation of the grid by V2G is related to the state of EVs, the charging demand, and the changing grid

frequency, which requires understanding the state of EVs on the grid; however, accessing these states involves issues

such as communication security, user privacy security and control security between the information network and the

energy network .

2.2.2. Voltage Control

Voltage control is one of the key elements in the stable operation of power systems, and large generators and

transformers are conventional means of controlling voltage. However, the operation and control of power systems have

become more complex with the popularization of distributed energy resources .

V2G technology offers new possibilities for voltage control. With V2G, EVs can act as distributed energy storage devices

to provide the necessary reactive power support to the grid , thus helping to maintain voltage stability . García-

Villalobos et al. solved voltage problems and load balancing issues in low-voltage distribution networks by optimizing the

charging behavior of PEVs. This was conducted by executing intelligent charging algorithms through the processor unit

built into the PEV and by developing an optimal charging strategy based on factors such as the price of electricity and

battery life . This research proposes an intelligent sag control method that is independent of line parameters, and it

devises a new strategy to enable PHEVs to participate in voltage and frequency control of islanded microgrids (MGs)

without a communication link, thus maintaining MG stability more efficiently . Huang proposed a day-ahead optimal

control model based on three-phase power flow and sensitivity methods that could solve the overrun voltage problem and

mitigate the neutral potential rise, thus improving the voltage regulation of residential grids . Nimalsiri et al. introduced a

network-aware EV charging and discharging scheduling approach known as N-EVC(D). This method is designed to

efficiently coordinate the charging and discharging of EVs within a distributed network, with the primary objectives of

reducing operational costs and ensuring the stability of the supply voltage .

In conclusion, V2G technology is driving advancements in voltage control for power systems and harnessing EVs as

dynamic energy resources. These developments are expected to enhance voltage stability and regulation, particularly as

distributed energy resources become more prevalent. Researchers are focusing on intelligent algorithms and strategies to

optimize voltage control through V2G for a more resilient and reliable power grid in the future.

2.3. Smart Grid and Communication Networks

2.3.1. Smart Grid

As with the application of V2G and smart grid technology , EV grid technology is an important part of “smart grid

technology” in the solving of the problems related to the large-scale development of EVs brought about by the grid load

pressure . Moreover, EVs, as mobile distributed energy storage units, are connected to the power grid for peak

shaving, valley filling, and rotating standby in order to improve the flexibility of the power supply and the reliability and

efficiency of energy utilization and to slow down investment in power grid construction.
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Waraich et al. proposed an agent-based transport simulation framework tailored for PHEVs. Furthermore, they expanded

the framework to encompass V2G capabilities and decentralized smart grid functionalities . In a separate study, Jian et

al. explored the concept of a household smart microgrid. They investigated how to potentially reduce load variance within

the household microgrid by adjusting the charging patterns of family PHEVs. Their findings revealed a significant

reduction in the variance of load power when such regulations were implemented . Kennel, Goerges, and Liu proposed

an energy management system designed for smart grids. This system incorporates load frequency control (LFC),

economic efficiency optimization, and the integration of electric vehicles through a HiMPC approach. The simulation

findings underscore the fact that electric vehicles can play a significant role in mitigating fluctuations in renewable energy

generation, thereby contributing to grid stability . Vachirasricirikul and Ngamroo presented the new coordinated V2G

control and frequency controller for robust LFC in the smart grid system with wind power penetration. The simulation

results clearly showcase the resilience and effectiveness of the suggested V2G control strategy and proportional–integral

(PI) controllers in LFC, even when subjected to altered system parameters and diverse operating conditions . Morais et

al. considered the evaluation of the EV impact on the power demand curve under a smart grid environment and further

addressed the impact of EVs on system operation costs and on the power demand curve for a distribution network with

the deep penetration of distributed generation (DG) units . In another study by Jian et al., they discussed a V2G

implementation scenario within regional smart grids. They introduced a double-layer optimal charging (DLOC) strategy to

address the computational challenges posed by large-scale PEVs and charging stations . Liang and Zhuang believe

that the forthcoming smart grid is anticipated to take the form of an interconnected network comprising small-scale, self-

sustained microgrids. They also provided an overview of the latest advancements in stochastic modeling and optimization

tools which was aimed at facilitating the planning, operation, and control of these microgrids .

The integration of EVs and smart grid technology continues to evolve, and numerous studies have been conducted to

explore the potential benefits and challenges of this integration. These studies encompass various aspects, from

enhancing the self-consumption of PV power to the development of comprehensive battery degradation models. Van der

Kam and van Sark presented a model designed to investigate the augmentation of the self-consumption of PV power

through the utilization of smart charging EVs with smart grid technology. The outcomes of their study conspicuously

illustrate the advantages of employing smart charging and V2G technologies within a microgrid context . López et al.

proposed an optimization-driven model for executing load shifting within the framework of smart grids. They presented

findings based on a test system derived from the IEEE 37-bus distribution grid. These results not only demonstrate the

efficacy of their approach but also highlight the impact of hourly energy prices on the smoothing out of the load curve .

Xing et al. concentrated on acquiring load shifting services through the optimal scheduling of PEVs for charging and

discharging within smart grids, adopting a decentralized approach. Their research culminated in the development of a

decentralized algorithm rooted in iterative water-filling techniques . Soares et al. presented a decision-making

framework designed to aid virtual power plants (VPPs) in the management of smart grids characterized by a substantial

presence of sensitive electricity loads. They further devised a two-stage optimization algorithm, leveraging the weighted

sum methodology, to facilitate this management process . Uddin et al. developed a comprehensive battery degradation

model based on long-term ageing data and integrated a comprehensive battery ageing model into a smart grid algorithm.

The result demonstrated that linking an EV to this smart grid system can effectively meet the power network’s demand,

particularly as the proportion of clean renewable energy in the system increases . Dileep gave an overview of the

evolution of the smart grid and explained various smart grid technologies, like smart meters, smart sensors, V2G, and

PHEV, and their application in the smart grid . The integration of EVs and smart grid technology holds significant

promise for the future of sustainable energy. Through various models, algorithms, and frameworks, researchers are

paving the way for a more efficient, reliable, and environmentally friendly power grid system.

Ambiguous definitions of smart grids, or technologically oriented definitions, often lead to the ignoring of the differences

between the smart grid concepts and to the overlooking of the important aspects for the customers that implement them.

For the time being, most of the research on smart grids has focused on distributed smart grids and less on centralized

grids or centralized–decentralized connections.

2.3.2. Communication Networks

The integration of communication networks with battery-operated vehicles and the electrical grid is a transformative step

in the evolution of energy systems. This integration streamlines the coordination of the electric load, but it introduces

challenges, especially with regard to security and privacy.

Communication networks bridge the gap between user battery-operated vehicles and the electrical grid, enhance the

coordination of electric loads, and improve energy efficiency and reliability. Zhang et al. discussed the V2G network

architecture and described the different security challenges during V2G power and communication interactions. A new
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context-aware authentication solution was also proposed for this problem . Saxena et al. described the challenges of

the security and privacy in smart V2G networks and proposed a cybersecurity architecture that attempted to address the

problem; this architecture encompassed anonymous authentication, blind signatures, fine-grained access control, and

payment system security . Tao et al. proposed a hybrid computing model based on fog and cloud computing for V2G

networks in 5G networks. This hybrid computing model can respond more flexibly and in a more timely manner to EV

mobility; it can provide auxiliary power services for renewable energy sources in V2G systems, as well as manage and

monitor power usage . A privacy-friendly and efficient secure communication (PESC) framework was proposed by He,

Chan, and Guizani . It used group signatures and public key cryptography for access control from each EV to the

aggregator and established shared keys (with the Diffie–Hellman key exchange algorithm), which could reduce the

communication and computation overhead while ensuring privacy and security. Ahmed et al. designed a signature-

encrypted, privacy-preserving authentication key agreement scheme that enables all participants to verify each other; it

uses a one-way hash function to improve verification efficiency . Umoren, Shakir, and Tabassum proposed a strategy to

balance the efficiency of both spectral considerations and cost by expressing resource efficiency as a weighting factor,

which improved the efficiency of V2G wireless communication networks . Pokhrel and Hossain developed a novel,

adaptive demand-side energy management framework for the wireless charging of V2G systems that employed privacy-

preserving techniques based on federated learning . Hossain, Pokhrel, and Vu proposed a demand-side energy

management approach based on reinforcement learning using rechargeable batteries for V2G cost-friendly privacy,

efficient scheduling, and accurate billing .
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